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Write a thesis is probably the most difficult thing that I was asked to
do. I chose at the end of my high school years to consider my expres-
sion as a grammar and vocabulary of shapes fact, not knowing where
my aesthetic intentions would lead me.

The content presented here does not actually have the conventional
form of a thesis. It is divided into two main parts. One evokes my cur-
rent work and his recent projects including three installations created
for this Master Degree documented with references that fed the last
twenty years. The second part takes up the major works that has made
my journey since 1992 relatively descriptively. It appears that despite
formal changes and steps aside, this work has been developed around
recurring questions covering several interrelated issues: the attention,
time, and the relation between space and sound that united them.
This approach, based mainly on relation with image and signs, high-
lights the simplicity of a point of view, whether visual or sound. The
a priori simple reading of the work, however, requires or suggest the
viewer's attention.

The society in which we live constantly excite our appetite with
images up denying the temporality required to read it. Our attention
is continually being, it becomes impossible to be really attentive to
anything.

Paradoxically, I started in 1992 to work this question of temporality
through photography. It was only gradually that my questioning was
directed towards the sound space.

INTRODUCTION

«Écoute mais n’entends pas» René Char 
(Listen but don’t hear)
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Two parallel approaches about sound and its representation have
emerged these recent years. One, primarily based on field recordings
highlights the present but imperceptible sounds in our ear (infrasound,
ultrasound). The other presents an approach in the context of the exhi-
bition and the establishment of acoustic events in situ and in real time.

In both cases, the fundamental element of my work remains the ex-
perience of listening and its temporality, upstream and downstream.

Well beyond harmony and music, the world around us produced an
impressive amount of data that our ears receive without that we pay
attention. While our extremely complex hearing system is made lazy
by both the primacy of the image and by compressions formats, we
are heading inexorably towards a poverty of listening.

My aesthetic intentions leads me toward a rediscovery of sound that
makes listening much more than heard, which requires attention tur-
ned towards the intangible, the elusive and which yet is a physical
and epidermal experience.
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Now I will do nothing but listen...
I hear all sounds running together, combined

fused or following.
Sounds of the city and sounds out of the city, sounds

of the day and night...

Walt Whitman, Song of Myself





Canadian composer R. Murray Schafer, born in 1933, is at the origin
of the soundscape concept. The original english word, soundscape,
created by Schafer, comes from the contraction of sound and land-
scape. In his book The Tuning of the World (1977), Schafer gives the
following definition: "The term applies both to real environments that
abstract constructions such as musical compositions or tape montages
in especially when they are considered part of the living environment.“

The field recording comes by practice from the concept of soundscape.
By its nature, it presupposes attention; it requires beyond aesthetic
intentions a listening predisposition and therefore availability from
the artist.

Several different approaches are available in the field recording. Al-
though field recording (to listen to the world and make its represen-
tation) exists since the dawn of time, Luc Ferrari realized a turning
point in this approach when he created between 1964 and 1977 the
piece «Presque rien» (Almost nothing) where he questions the noctur-
nal soundscape.  «Description of a night landscape as the artist is
trying to identify with its microphones, but the night surprises the
"hunter" and enters his head. It was then a double description: the
inner landscape alters the outer night and y component adds its own
reality.» 
At about the same time the french composer François Bayle creates
«L’expérience acoustique (The acoustics experience)  , in which here
the term is to be understood in two ways: one like experimental and
the other as experimentation. But where the sound landscape of Fer-
rari is based on field recording, Bayle's recording is created largely by
acoustical manipulations performed in the studio. In this work, Bayle
explores the richness of the sound which plays on their perceptions
and different registers. As such, questioning its underlying purpose is
that of the correspondence between the externality of the power of
sound phenomena and the interiority of listening.

SOUNDSCAPE | Field recording
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More recently, artists such as Chris Watson    and Jana Winderen    tended
towards an absolute realism, devoid as far as possible of any interio-
rity by physically removing them from the space where the sound is
recorded.

This approach seems anyway a bit utopian to the extent that there
will always be the choice of the frame, the material, format and the
final support, its dissemination and the context of this broadcast.

We could also cite Francisco Lopez   and Eric La Casa   whose ap-
proaches are opposing. Lopez would be part of the same "school" that
Watson and Winderen but with a different purpose: the neutrally re-
corded sounds are then manipulated to construct a totally fictional
piece. While the second, which the universe would be more urban, is
in the time of its decision. La Casa conceptualizes recording his envi-
ronment and injects his own presence, his reality. He questions the
perception of reality and expands the question of music today, by crea-
ting shapes (attention) that creep into places and which infuses it
slowly to develop other possible spaces. Just as a map stimulates the
reading of a country, the in-situ aesthetic object renews our relations-
hip to space and landscape. For its aesthetic approach to sound re-
cording, La Casa belongs equally in the fields of sound art than music.

Other artists using the field recording, oscillating between Sound Art
and Music, such as british Janek Schaefer  or swedish Bj Nilsen  have
a aesthetic approach taking shape in sound installations and devices. 

In another more radical register, french artist Dominique Petitgand
works with sounds installation, from museum space as well as disc
or concert. He does not claim himself as "sound artist" despite strong
predilection for the facility that allows him to play with temporality
which does not allow him the disc or concert. Often dealing with the
speech or language by blending abstraction and narration, his work
often made from minimal forms, is deployed in the radical imaginary
sound. Petitgand talks about his work as "mental stories and land-
scapes"    and, like the artists of the field recording, bases its approach
on the front layout of listening, both at the time of creation until the
exhibition.
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After several stays and artist residencies in Norway between 2003
and 2011, the NØR project started in January 2012 during a trip to
Spitsbergen    in Svalbard archipelago, last islands inhabited between
Norway and the North Pole. 

This project is based primarily on recordings of the melting glacier Bo-
rebreen   , weakened by climate warming.

It also aims to produce a sound representation of a symbolic place:
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault   . A giant refrigerator designed to
preserve all seeds of the world uncontaminated by GMOs. Built as
Noah’s ark in polar regions, where the earthquake risk is low and per-
mafrost    would provide a minimum of seed saving if the cooling sys-
tem would stop working. In fact, the portion of the permafrost around
the area constantly fluctuates between freezing and thawing, and is
maintained at temperatures between 4 °c and 6 °c.
In both parts of the project, the sound seems much more revealing
than any visual representation. It reflects the changing nature of the
place and the life that animates it.

1. NØR (Spitsbergen 2012-2016)
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The part of my work based on field recordings would be closer to the
approach of Eric La Casa. Even if I come sometimes to completely be
part of the sound stage and intervene to mix musicality and abstrac-
tion, conceptualization and felt.

Since 2012 I lead several projects geographically distant and whose
sounds are the raw material.
The common element in these projects lies in the discovery of inac-
cessible sounds to the human ear and the representation of fragile
spaces in mutation as well as silent places.

IN-PROGRESS PROJECTS



This project will be implemented in collaboration with MET    (Norwe-
gian Meteorological Institute). At this latitude the ozone layer is in the
stratosphere between 18 and 40 km altitude. A bit conceptual, this
real sound capture (acoustic) will be done through microphones ins-
talled inside and outside weather balloons sent from Ny-Alesund wea-
ther station   , north of the archipelago. At the same time that the air
composition information which are collected by meteorologists,
sounds recorded by the microphones will be sent back to the station
in real time through radio transmission.

The representation of these «sounds of ozone" is for now still a little
blurry. The collected sounds will more or less represent the movements
of the balloon (acting as resonance cage) in this section of the ozone
layer.

When John Cage in 1961 published his book "Silence"  , on the
concept and perception of silence, it was above all the matter to re-
consider the concept of silence in the Western world and demonstrate
that it is primarily for the musical language. In the thought of Cage,
silence is a myth: a fable by its claim to silence ambient noises.

Where there is air, silence does not exist.

The formatting of these records is still unfinished. A second winter
trip (2015-2016) is programmed to perform additional sounds recor-
dings and to set up in parallel another project related to air and more
particularly to the sound representation of the ozone layer.

The sound of ozone layer
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Vercors is a quadraphonic listening device resulting of sounds recorded
and created in Vercors (south of France) mainly in winter and spring,
between 2013 and 2015. A composition made from, firstly, acoustic
manipulations produced with sensors and an amplifier in the Vercors
cavities and, secondly, using ultasonic recordings mixed with animal
fauna and electromagnetic resurgences. High place of the second
world war french resistance and now a desertified place, the Vercors
is one of the places in France where the rate of electrical and electro-
magnetic frequencies is paradoxically very high (satellite infrastructure
and high-speed networks). This work examines the organic and tech-
nological interstices of a desertified environment.
A first quadraphonic listening device, Vercors 1.01, was exhibited in
july 2015 for PLI Festival    . This work is still in progress and will evolve
: beyond field recordings will be added other recordings of feedbacks
(Larsens effect    ) produced in local cavities with strong reverb.

2. VERCORS

Foundation(s) is a project of a sound cartography of Museum of Art
History & Archaeology of Evreux which started during winter 2015.
Over a period of one year, I'm doing recordings of the Museum, from
the building itself to human activity, from the foundations and inter-
stices of the structure to the resonances of the main rooms.
A museum is, by its function, a place where silence is omnipresent,
required for the contemplation of the works. Only a visual report is
thus established between the works and visitors. Rather, this work in
post-production progress, will take effect in a sound installation loca-
ted in the museum, questioning on one hand the notion of silence and,
secondly, the sound material, audible and inaudible from the museum
and its representation in the space. 

3. FOUNDATION(S)
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The american artist Alvin Lucier, considered as one of contemporary
music's most influential composers of his generation, uses situations
of natural phenomena related to sound physical principles. Lucier
pushes his research on the traditional musical language while advo-
cating a new way of listening for the auditor, which must focus on the
observation of extremely subtle acoustic phenomena. The composition
"I am sitting in a room" (composition for two tape recorders and two
amplification systems), created in 1969, highlights the resonance. To
achieve this composition, Lucier has recorded himself while he was
reading a text. He then replayed the recording while re-recording, and
so on until at the end of his text the words become unintelligible, re-
placed only by pure resonant harmonies and the sounds of the room.

In the installation "Empty Vessels" also created twenty years later by
Alvin Lucier, everything rests on the principle of feedback and, indeed,
the context. Microphones are placed in glass containers which are ar-
ranged at hands level on podiums. These microphones are connected
to amplifiers and the latter at loudspeakers at the other end of the
room, spreading towards glass containers sounds while the micro-
phones are recorded. The frequencies of these tones are determined
by the glass containers size and shape. The volume of the amplifier is
maintained just above the feedback threshold. The sounds that are
heard are very low and the feedback variations are sensitive to the
slightest disturbance produced by visitors to the exhibition. Lucier pro-
duces with this device a steady vibratory system composed of a series
of waves retroactive on their cause. This is an intrinsic experience of
space and context.

We must also consider the situation of listening. Our experience of
listening in a space varies according to our position. In the case of a
sound installation, the public position is not assigned like it is in the
tradition of the concert. The auditor should select it. Bastien Gallet
talks about  «écoute située» (located listening)   . According to him,
this situation in a place where there are sounds echo is determined
by three parameters: the distance between the listener of the sources
of these sounds, its position relative to each other and the thickness
of their presence, their occupation space.
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«The sound pressure is the effective value over a given time interval,
from the amplitude of the quick variation in atmospheric pressure that
causes a sound impression.»

The experience of sound is a physical and intimate experience. The
sound waves that push air into the space where we are and which
strike our ears never stop.

Bastien Gallet tells us in his "Composer des étendues"    that sound's
installation is music if we understand music differently, not as the art
of sound, but as the art of extended (and durations) sound, in relation
to the room available to it or which invents it.

Two major artists, Alvin Lucier     and Robert Morris   , have opened
the key issues in the development of my work on the sound aspect.
The discovery of the work "The Box with the sound of its own making"
by Robert Morris was decisive. Here time of contemplation coincides
with the time of creation. Moreover, Morris interweaves in his work
both a space art, sculpture, and an art of the duration, the sound, thus
denying the classical distinction and opens the question of the sound
space.

PHYSICALITY OF SOUND | Resonances & acoustic pressure
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These works have led me to elaborate aesthetic sounds installations
contextualized. The installation «Resonance(s) in-situ» and «Bruit(s)
de fond» (Background noise(s)) that will be presented for the Master
Degree, tries this exercise. They question foremost the context of the
exhibition and sound physicality of space. The actual time and lived
experience are key elements here.

RESONANCE(S) in-situ
4 aluminium tubes (variable diameters & length), 
4 large band microphones, mixer, headphones.

Resonance(s) in situ is an installation that I propose to present to
DNSEP (Master Degree in Art). A study and preparation of the volume
in which will take place this proposal will be made a few days earlier.
Each space has its own resonance, its own sound, inaccessible to the
human ear, which is limited in the best case between 20Hz and 20kHz.
A device may however be set up for contextual listening. A dimension
size calculation is required and knowledge of the nature of the mate-
rials that compose it. Several microphones with an extended frequency
response are installed inside tube with different lengths and diameters
serving as resonators. These tubes allow the signal amplification and
thus personal listening to a natural frequency through headphones.

This device is obviously totally contextual. It offers a listening expe-
rience in-situ and in real-time of the space. Each listening is linked to
the specific context of when it takes place: outside noise, room tem-
perature, the presence of one or more persons etc. It also varies de-
pending on its duration which depends only on the choice of the
viewer.

If music defines an aesthetic space, the measurement space can only
be provided by listening: unlike the instantaneity of vision, it is a metric
defined each time by the distance between body, sound sources and
the resonances. According to the reflection of Jean-Luc Nancy, the
sound has the much higher ability to make sens, to expand, to give it
"a scale, a thickness and vibration or a wave whose fine art and dra-
wing can never really reach."27
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In 1980 german artist Rolf Julius     sounded to a frozen lake in Berlin
with his "Concert for a frozen lake" in the hope that the lake itself
would be "music."
Like artist Thomas Tilly    , Marc Namblard    , trained as audio-natu-
ralist, offers the listener a sound experience whose central element
is the work of the ice. In his two major works: "Songs of Frozen Lakes"
and "Cévennes" we can heard the inaudible and the muffled rustling
of fundamental nature. These artists whose work are mainly based on
field recordings, scan the animal world and geology with the purpose
to produce very often an organized work, which finally becomes a
structured music.

BRUIT(S) DE FOND in-situ Background noise(s)
Ice, loudspeaker, hydrophone, amplifier, mixer
variable sizes & duration

Background noise(s) in-situ is a variation of the intentions developed
during NØR and Vercors projects but recontextualized in a museum
environment. Just as in the Resonance(s) in-situ, the spatial context
affects the device temperature, dimensions of the volume, resonance,
ambient noise, number of people and movement. 

The device looks like a sound loop which connects a microphone and
a loudspeaker, producing a kind of sound's abyss. Sound's circulation
nevertheless falls down within a period symbolized by the melting of
the ice surrounding the microphone. Indeed, while melting, the ice al-
ways filters just under the sound picked up by the microphone. Mo-
reover it waits of water falling on the speaker to vibrate. The work
therefore highlights the temporality of both the exhibition and the gaze
that you can wear on it.

The physicality sound is emphasized here metaphorically through the
flow of water but also concretely through the influence of context.
The presence of the viewer affects the particular device and the sound
evolves according to its attention and its movements which modulate
the sound space.
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Another sound installation, more sculptural and out of context will be
proposed for the Master degree: Memento mori.

MEMENTO MORI (Remember that you will die)
Art transport case, glass, black layer, adhesive, sound, 60x70x200cm

An art transport box is placed in the middle of a space. A black lac-
quered glass on top suggests the phrase "Look at your life in a mirror
and you will see death works like bees in a glass hive."    Inside the
box is broadcasted the sound of a swarm of bees.
Although outside of the stakes of the acoustic experience of the exhi-
bition, Memento mori questions our relationship to time and to our
existence. The question of temporality is raised here. The transport
box, insidiously at the proportion close to a coffin, reminds us of the
fragility and preservation of any work and all existence.

Is not it always a bit of ourselves, our history, our memories, our fee-
lings that we seek in a work? It then looks always more or less the
mirror through which we enjoy our own presence at the same time as
we worry about our fragility.
And if we were only this vascillant reflection? A passing shadow?
"Look at your whole life in a mirror and you will see death works like
bees in a glass hive," says the angel Heutebise in Cocteau's Orpheus.
Memento mori thus reminds us that there is nothing that would pro-
bably offend our vanity deep that what affects our image, yet nothing
that keeps us further from ourselves closer to death.
Thierry Cattan
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The notion of perspective (point of view) becomes dominant and a
questioning of the context emerges. The Pts of view(s) series, with
first installations in situ photography, questioning the position of the
viewer in the exhibition space. Photography is not here a means to
question the subjectivity of our perception of art as the world show
around us. While taking in charge the objectivity in photography, the
work invites us less to see what is not present, but is questioning our
own presence here and now.

The first contradiction from my  photographic work has led me to deny
the instant proved too important and then I abandoned this media for
several years. Nevertheless, it finally has never really left me and has
accompanied my installation work and most of my recent works on
the sound.
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STARTING POINT

It's almost by chance that I grabbed a camera as an argument in some
way to travel. Unaware about photography, my first approach was a
certain naive perspective but also free from any reference and
constraint. Guided by the desire to live my own moments more than
the desire to testify or keep a travelogue of my travels, it occurred to
me very quickly that the photographic act was more important to me
than the result. As Bergson shows, the reality of life lies in the duration
and not in the moments that our intelligence artificially cut for the pur-
poses of the action. It then appeared to me essential to impregnate
the film as long as possible (sometimes to exhaustion), using all pos-
sible tricks to ward off the snapshot and preserve the image of a felt
time.

A first exhibition on this approach, The uncertain trip was realized and
exhibited at the Mediathèque of Evreux in 1995 and at The Photogra-
phic Center of Normandy in 1996.

The "exposure time" of photography can be understood in two senses,
both the one of the shooting and that of its presentation. Since it was
proposed me to present my work, a consideration was born on the po-
sition of the viewer and the temporality of his gaze. Some layouts pa-
rades appear then that led me to work on development techniques
(pigment processes, emulsions). The time of the darkroom and empi-
rical experimentation that resulted took at that time an important part
in the creative process. If initially, the act of photography remains gui-
ded by the feelings, little by little I've been developing a reflection on
the exhibition time. My work then took a much more conceptual di-
mension.



WORKS  (1992-2001)

The uncertain trip (1992-1993) 
Media Center, Evreux, France 1995
Photographic Center of Normandy, Rouen, France 1997

Diptych(s) - Bronzes & Seleniums series
Photographic Center of Normandy, Rouen, France 1996
Museum Moderner Kunstsoffe, Harraschthaal, Austria 1997
Galerie U Récickych, Praha, Czech Rep. 1997
Month of Image, Dieppe, France 1999

The Futile Landscapes
Galerie U Récickych, Praha, Czech Rep. 1997
St-Patrice flat, Rouen, France 1999

And however (1997-2000) - Titon group
French Institute of Praha, Czech Rep. 2000

Pts de View(s) & CounterMeasures 
L’Atelier(s), Evreux, France 1999
Maison des Arts, Conches, France 1999 
Voskhod Studio, Le Havre, France 2000
Common House, Val-de-Reuil, France 2000

The Shoot 
Frac Haute-Normandie, Sotteville, France 2001
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CHRONOLOGY | Photographic works 1992-2001





Bronzes & seleniums prints, steal frame with backlights (various format)

The photographic act that governs these series is the same as during
travel The uncertain trip: no reflection on the subject, time indefinite
pose, rule of felt. However, a second important step is added during
editing and a new protocol is defined.
Take two pictures in sequence on film even if they do not have the
same purpose, even if they do not correspond to an identical time.
Print it at the same time and questioning the choice of treatment
(bronze or selenium).
This results in diptychs which through a duality of form and content,
suggest the presence of a temporal space. Furthermore, selenium pro-
cessed photographs are perennial while those treated bronze are ins-
talled inside backlight boxes and thus rendered ephemeral. The more
they are exposed to light, the more their reality disappears, consumed
by oxydation. On reflection on the temporality of the photographic act
is thus added here a reflection on the temporality of his presentation.

DIPTYCH(S)  |  Bronzes & Séléniums

"Franck Dubois questioned its existence as it positions it in a real sug-
gestion that it seeks to juxtapose his image, means to take his place
there at the end of a true introspective quest. But his images have
meaning as staging area in a given time, integrated in a device that
exceeds them and gives them their efficacy. The installation places it
in its proposed affiliation Boltanski, John Hilliard and Stefan De Jae-
ger. Using photographic objects in its backlight including the bronze
cornering tests will evolve as and measuring the oxydation of metal
salts is symbolic of the impact of technology used here.
With Diptych(s), it is in the heart of one of the questions that run
through contemporary art and touches on the importance of the device
to state the contemplation of the works. "
Jean-Marie Miserey, president of The Photographic Center of Normandy, 1996

Silver & charcoal prints (various format)

Feeded by travel stories, I've early decided to sail around the world.
Initiatic journey without deadlines, aleatory; uncertain. Not inclined
to writing, I took a camera in 1992 as recording tool, like a travelogue.
A protocol was quickly established: do not handle technique, see what
happens, do not choose a subject more than another, but favor the
photographic act in its temporality (including extending the exposure
time) excluding it from the snapshot.

THE UNCERTAIN TRIP (1992-1993)
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Two abreast. 
Two images drawn from nowhere, attached, taking pleasure in explai-
ning nothing. Despite everything they respond to each other, they
confront or complement each other, they don’t let you indifferent, as
they are not readen without difference.
Bronze and selenium. Both offer a warm tone, a soft imprint of uns-
poken nostalgia.
Silent selenium prints. Unalterable. They remain motionless, unchan-
ging, ust as these location shots they capture.
Uncertain bronze prints. Intended to evolve, to oxydize perhaps mal-
leable time these faces as they are reluctant to freeze.

Far way from the stage, Franck Dubois strives to capture his daily jour-
ney, guided by its detours. Reflection comes only later when assem-
bling the images by pairs.
But its purpose remains mysterious and leave the choice

The chance is not trivial.

Images linked by a sober architecture, bitten by the fuzzy tenuously
united by the goodwill of the beholder. They ponctuate the course of
daily life where privacy is not only a detail, detail constantly raised,
but with glowing modesty that escape from within the solid box. Wi-
thout the diffuse luminosity, the bronze absorbs the everyday pattern
of life.

To be guided bydetachment, by a certain serenity arising from the
contemplation of a universe all too well known, maked by patches of
glimmering shadows. Franck Dubois does not claim any photographic
status, but wonder with the casualness brought by the pleasure of the
moment.

Let be surprised bythe abundance of selportraits. See yourself to re-
cognise yourself. You could conclude this is all narcissism. I however
see it more as a way of pointing out his belonging to the world, his
daily presence, as a way for him to enrol in a mineral universe: to exhi-
bit himself on a cemetery wall.
Belonging to the world, it is not about making some concessions, to
perpetuity ?

Emmanuelle Diancourt
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By revealing what is behind the wall, Pts of View(s), talks about the
inaccessibility of the object and hence objectivity in photography.
Contextual images, they show at the location of the wall on which
they are exposed what is precisely behind at 1/1 scale or playing with
perturbated scales. Furthermore, beyond the wall, it questions the dis-
tance that separates us from the object.

From Pts of View(s) 4 & 5, counter-measures were added. In contrast
to the supposed objective images, they illustrate the photographies
but in a complete fictional form. They are composed by in situ recor-
dings plus various sound collages and electronically worked.
A counter-measure is a term that belongs to military language: it refers
to a decoy sent to an enemy torpedo to deflect from its target. Here it
lets distracting us from the photographic representation. The contrast
between sound and image is accentuated by the fact that the projec-
ted image does not have real support while the sound (headphones)
is visible, hanging on the wall.
The photographic questioning about the in situ space is not without
mentioned the work of Georges Rousse    on architecture and pers-
pective. However, where Rousse works in situ on abandoned buildings
to produce a photographic image, the Pts View(s) in-situ questions the
viewer's position both facing at artwork and in its own space facing
an inaccessible reality. It should be noted here that the issue of tem-
porality is still present but significantly moves from the visual image
to the sound image.

PTS of VIEW(S) & CounterMeasures

Installation in-situ
stepstool, cinderblock, projector, slide
(variable size)

Exhibition «Up & Down», 
Voshkod Studio, Le Havre, France 2001
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Two digital prints on transparent film laminated on plexiglass,
cold lights, 2x (130x160cm), Art transport case, plexiglass, light, 35mm film burned re-
sidues (60x75x200cm)

Frac Haute-Normandie, Sotteville, France 2001

After eight years of photography, it seemed essential to re-examine
in depth my practice: why choose this media so that I feel driven to
always press the shutter longer, sometimes to exhaustion? Leading
to an end the paradox of a stopped time, extended in the moment of
shooting, it occurred to me that the photographic act itself could not
satisfy me or for me it became unhealthy. 
So I decided to make two final works on large view camera   and then
stopped photography. The first is the release of the photograph shutter
by my hand. It plays on the ambiguity of the shoot, the syringe and
therefore a form of addiction. The second is by the traditional imagery
of revolver shooting resumed in one direction unless agreed since the
weapon is turned to the subject photographed as if the viewer or pho-
tographer was the shooter. These two artworks are of course related
to the death, not dramatically but as the evocation of a stopped time.

THE SHOOT
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WORKS (2002-2015)
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Few Steps Above The Polar Circle
16ter, Evreux, France 2009
Le Portique, Le Havre, France 2009

Beyond the frame everything is a matter of perspective
Maison des Arts, Evreux, France 2011

Paulette Vs. Fd
CRD Évreux, France 2014

Nør | in-progress
Spitsbergen project, field recording 2012-2016

Vercors 1.01
Pli Festival n°1, Pont-de-Barret, France 2015

Foundation(s) | in-progress
Soundcape, Museum of Art History & Archaeology, Évreux, France 2015

Resonances (in-situ)
Dnsep (Master Degree), Esadhar, Le Havre, France 2015

Bruit(s) de fond (in-situ)
Dnsep (Master Degree), Esadhar, Le Havre, France 2015

Memento mori
Tournseson, Piednu, Fort de Tourneville, Le Havre, France 2015
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CHRONOLOGY | Installations 2002-2015
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The chairs
Artbag Festival, Auray, France 2002

Neighbourhood 1.2.3. (2002-2003)
The Apartment, Voskhod Studio, Le Havre, France 2002
Frac Haute-Normandie, Sotteville, France 2002
Galerie 8439, Nyksund, Norway 2004
Frac Haute-Normandie, Sotteville, France 2006

Nearest
Le bois de la plante, Herqueville, France 2005

Workaholic
Galerie Distilled, Paris, France 2006

Dialectic 2.1
Galerie Distilled, Paris, France 2006
Usf Verftet, Bergen, Norway 2008

Do not watch please
La Vitrine, Evreux, France 2009

1001 HD
Usf Verftet, Bergen, Norvège 2008
Galerie Duchamp, Contemporary Art Center, Yvetot, France 2012

.JPG / Correspondences & Dialogues (Winter 2009-2010)
Le Pavillon Jaune, Paris, France 2011
Galerie du Tableau, Marseille, France 2011
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For example, by doubling and amplifying the sounds pre-existing but
almost imperceptible, Nearest forces our auditory attention. Similarly,
the very weak sound that escapes from the computer in Workaholic,
leads us to lend an ear and approach us to be on our knees. In a dif-
ferent way, the citizen from Royan are awakened in Gymnasium, a de-
tail of an image that they know well but but they are here forced to
reinterpret it simply because it is presented in a singular device. The
provocative character of 1001HD also comes to question the imagery
that belongs to the collective unconscious.

Finally the point of view of everyone, his reading of the work presup-
poses a choice, the decision to act in one direction or another, or even
the decision to not act. Nothing in 1001HD explicitly invites the viewer
to become an actor using the paper to make an airplane and launch it
on the towers. This possibility exists, however, and this is enough to
place each one facing the question of his choices and actions. Wha-
tever theoretical a conceptual work seems to be, it depends no less a
decision, that is to say, the possibility of action. Whoever wants to
read the text projected in Dialectic 2.1 must choose to stop everything.
On a more humorous fashion probably one who decides to read Do
not watch please is immediately put facing at the decision that he has
just taken. These works reveals the fundamentally transgressive na-
ture of any decision.

It appeared to me after Pts view(s) and The Shoot that photography
was no longer at the heart of my practice. This media presupposes a
distance between the viewer and what he looks as if he is not present
at the place, as if he is not involved. But the sense that we can take
to the world around us, we read of what we experience is closely lin-
ked to our physical presence and, beyond, to our intentions and our
actions. It appeared to me that the work itself could make sense only
through the physical presence of the viewer.

All my artwork installations put always the viewer where his attention
first and then his attitude or even the possibility of action on his part
are questioned. 

The Chairs realized with Matthias Biberon    enjoys a stage device
existing in the hall and works not on what takes place on stage but
on the audience space. It forces the public literally to position itself
and thus become actors of their presence. Similarly in Neighbourhood
1.2.3., the viewer becomes part of the work. Indeed it is not limited
to a video but includes the viewer to question his own voyeurism and
various fantasies that stick together to our gaze.

Indeed the gaze is never neutral. Our presence facing a work requires
a certain availability, some attention which itself depends both of our
intentions, with all our cultural baggage and our habits. Consequently
the work that questions the gaze will sometimes request attention,
sometimes working the symbols in the collective unconscious or sim-
ply contradict common experience.
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The experience of exhibition



Day 1 : The order
The chairs were arranged in a prescribed order respecting a social hierarchy: the red
chairs symbolized authority, white chairs nobility and black ones the people. Each chair
has a precise location and the public was not allowed to move it. However, the hierar-
chical structure of the set was indicated by the color code, the spectators gave them-
selves a lot of freedom.

Day 2 : The chaos
The chairs were gathered in heaps in the middle of the space and thus formed a kind
of sculpture. Some spectators have not dared to touch the device, others have taken
the party to take a chair and settled at their convenience.

Day 3 : The emptyness
The space was empty. The chairs were arranged in the entrance and it was necessary
that the public decides to return to seek to be positioned in space. Small groups were
formed in a noisy agitation.

Installation in-situ & in-progress on 3 days | with Matthias Biberon
Artbag Festival, Auray, France 2002

Realized for a festival dedicated to public readings and contemporary
music, this in-progress installation underlined the position of the vie-
wer and his decision to act or not in a public space of representation.
It involved the chairs, facing the stage, which are intended to accom-
modate spectators. These chairs, known from being simple utilitarian
objects rather that symbols, were given rise over three days in three
different proposals that interfered with the scene: order, chaos, emp-
tiness. Moreover, in the passage allowing access to the room, a sound-
track (Sentences) repeatedly murmured: "There are chances That
nothing will move"     in different languages.

THE CHAIRS
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Neighbourhood 3, 7mn, 2003
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Video installation
3 dvd, 3 monitors, 3 headphones, 3 armchairs, 2002-2004

Neighbourhood 1, 90mn, 2002 Neighbourhood 2, 3mn, 2003

Neighbourhood 1.2.3. is a video triptych. Each video was filmed in a
fixframe (6 frames/ sec.) at night through the window of a neighbor
unwittingly. These images taken by stealth, correspond to reality; the
added sound meanwhile is a fiction. It is a narrative construction which
gives a cinematic dimension. The soundtrack aims to grab the viewer's
attention, to prevent him from having a reflexive relation to the image
and so give it a hypnotic dimension.
The main purpose appears in the installation itself. Each video can be
seen only individually and in a single device: a monitor (TV), an arm-
chair and headphones. The viewer is isolated and placed in the posi-
tion of voyeur, it becomes part of the installation. Besides the issue
of privacy and the limits of privacy symbolized paradoxically through
the window, the work questions the relationship viewer/voyeur. At
what time or what posture are we in the voyeur position?

NEIGHBOURHOOD 1.2.3.
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Nearest is an in-situ installation created during the action "Hunting
Field" at the Bois de la Plante in Herqueville.
In the middle of a wild forest, a dirt circle soggy prevents access to
the center from where escapes a supernatural light. From the sound
installation, hidden around, emerges a spatial sound that mingles with
the sounds of nature. This sound may seem puzzling at first but cor-
responds to a recording made in the same place the previous days.
Amplified, so it only adds a layer rustling sound of the place.
Nearest tries to make us feel something mysterious, both present and
impalpable. The work awakens auditory attention while questioning
our relationship to a suspected hostile nature.

In-situ installation (earth, water, wood, cement, cold light, sound system, ø 6m)
HUNTING FIELD, Le Bois de la Plante, Herqueville, France 2005

NEAREST

A central computer unit (tower) is placed in the middle of an empty
space. It seems to work in business. By getting closer on our knees,
the sound emitted by the central unit becomes clearer and we can
hear people at work. The soundtrack is an accumulation of field re-
cordings of various building construction worldwide.
The device is therefore working on a minimal sound space that forces
the viewer's attention to what is almost imperceptible. Yet it is very
meaningful: the computer has taken center stage in human activity in
the late 20th century to the point where we can worry about what re-
mains human in this activity.

Installation (computer, sound system, 20x65x50cm)
Galerie Distilled, Paris, France 2006

WORKAHOLIC
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An open hard drive is working in write mode and placed on a pedestal
(sacralized) in the middle of a space. A contact microphone (Sound
Sensor) captures and broadcast the sound of the hard-drive while wri-
ting. This sound is spatialized in the space. Furthermore, on a wall,
the words (image files) contained within the hard-drive are videopro-
jected at high speed which makes their reading impossible. Public at-
titudes will nonetheless modulate both the noise and speed of the
projected images. This interaction is made possible by sensitive sen-
sors hidden in the ground. These sensors however operate in contrast
to their most common use. It’s the immobility of the spectator's atten-
tion which thus triggers the device: the hard drive slows, the projection
speed decreases until the break and the sound is gradually reduced
to silence making the possible reading.
The main purpose of this work is of course the spectator's attention
but it is also about the readability of the sign, the conditions of possi-
bility of a reading of both the work and what we live.

Installation (hard-drive, contact microphone, sensory sensors, programmed computer, 
videoprojection, sound)

Galerie Distilled, Paris, France 2006

DIALECTIC 2.1





It's here indeed the walker who makes «working» the device. It is the
actor and the subject. When we pass nearby from La Vitrine, we see
a phrase written in red letters on the walls, but while we get closer,
La Vitrine is mirrored by our image prohibiting us to read and let us
facing our own gaze.
Do not watch please does not let us watch, but is working.
Do not watch please does not offer but with great simplicity raises
the question of the legitimacy of sense with the point of view.
Facing the kinetic profusion of images and signs in the urban environ-
ment, La Vitrine is stripped of its meaning to stimulate ours, question
our resistance and force our acuities.
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This proposal was a new collaboration with artist Matthias Biberon.
Our respective works are characterized each by the strong determinism
context in which they are conceived and shown. So it is here La Vitrine
(The window) itself and its peculiarities as an exhibition space that
inspired this device. It is not to an informed and attentive viewer/spec-
tator that this device is dedicated but to the walker or the citizen pass-
ing through, soliciting his attention and his availability.

Installation in-situ, La Vitrine, Evreux, France 2009
Translucent film, mirror film, red adhesive tape, light, sensor

with Matthias Biberon

DO NOT WATCH PLEASE



In the work proposed, the involvement of the spectator could be de-
clined in various ways: reading and refusal to outright rejection or ac-
ceptance of the work as a sign of the work, means as a representation
questioning the dimension symbolic of the event. In the latter case,
the question arose as to act or not to enter or not in representation,
or not to remain a spectator. The choice to placed the viewer himself
face the possibility of transgression and therefore the desecration of
the image. It introduces the opportunity of viewpoints and reading vie-
wing angles, very different. Nevertheless, it could appear even without
launching aircraft, that the towers remain immobile here: behind the
fragility of the symbol, reality seems immutable. This finding that
beyond the horror of such an event, nothing changes, is probably ma-
king it a necessary provocation, a presumption that the Dadaists have
taught us from the war of 14-18.
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1001HD is an in-progress installation realized during my artist resi-
dency at USF Verftet in Bergen, Norway in spring 2008.
The original idea was to make working 1001 hard-drives together. The
volume of information processed should produced a very high sound
level, an intense noise confused reminding us the futility and even the
aberration of storing all of our private and public lives inside these lit-
tle boxes filled with 0 and 1. Beyond the memory and storage, this de-
vice also questions what can make sense (or nonsense) in this
accumulation of information.
The residence time allows me to simplify and radicalise my point. I
decided to take one of the most significant contemporary signs and
reproduced the Twin Towers of World Trade Center at the exact 1/200e
scale. During the exhibition, a stack of A4 white sheet paper was laid
beside. The audience then had the opportunity to build (or not) a paper
airplane and launch it (or not) against the two columns of information.
This proposal has a clearly provocative dimension : About what sign
we are talking about? Beyond the horror of thousands of deaths and
barbarity of such an attack, what collapsed with the crash of the Twin
Towers is a symbol of great power. But it is not without evoking the
power of totally obsolete paper facing the computer today. Through
this symbol, it is the same question of the power of the information
that is asked. What could be a handwritten sign  facing a series of 0
and 1? What can a piece of paper facing a hard drive?
Furthermore, the sacredness that surrounded this event (like any event
of this type) makes its reading impossible or  difficult. Nevertheless
the Twin Towers crash images have not failed to multiply, fueling the
public's fascination with horror while prohibiting its reading. So it was
obviously here to break a taboo, not vis-à-vis the event itself but its
representation of the image that is registered in us.

Installation (1001 hard-drives, 10000 A4 paper sheets, 210x200x200cm)

Air Studio 1, Usf Verftet, Bergen, Norway 2008
Galerie Duchamp, Contemporary Art Center, Yvetot, France 2012

1001 HD | Every cloud has a silver lining
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Video extract pics from 1001hd exhibition | AIR Studio 1, USF, Bergen, Norway 2008





February : «Anticipation» (Laure Delamotte-Legrand) + «98...07» (Franck Dubois)
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From November 2009 to April 2010, while I was Artist in Residence in
Nyksund (Vesteralen archipelago, 400 km beyond the Polar Arctic circle
in Norway), I've had the desire to engage a correpondence with a
dozen artists scattered around the world. This project has the only
constraint to correspond through jpeg attached files, with no text other
than a title. The project could have been called "Attachment" or "File
attachment".
A visual correspondence (form and content) was therefore built up
over these 6 months. It was then to question my work intersecting
with the work of artists who were in different places, projects, and li-
fetime frames. The obvious difference between those images marked
the entire distance at a time that is given to see and what is seen.

with :
Matthias Biberon (Paris) - Gillian Carson (Bergen) - Gilles Constancin
(Marseille) Laure Delamotte-Legrand (Bruxelles) - Emmanuelle Dian-
court (Barcelone) - JeanPhilippe Gomez (Le Havre) - Philippe Lane
(Evreux) - Dan Levensen (New-York)  Benoit Pierre (Belgrade) - Emma-
nuel Rioufol (Paris) - Chris Stowers (Taïpei) - Carmen Vila (Barcelone)

Dvd, slideshow projection, variables sizes

www.franckdubois.org//jpgnov.html
Le Pavillon Jaune, Paris, France 2011
Galerie du Tableau, Marseille, France 2011

.JPG / Correspondences & Dialogues (Winter 2009-2010)
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From 2003-2013, I regularly stayed in Norway and particularly at Nyk-
sund (northern Norway), Bergen, Telemark and in Spitsbergen as part
of Artist in Residence program. During those boreal winters where
time seems to stretch endlessly, I've started a photographic work: Few
steps above the Polar circle. An object/subject in the center of a min-
imal composition (often a landscape) suggesting the ambiguities and
contradictions of human passage.
Evocation of a presence, an act in the heart of a landscape still im-
mense and silent, these photographs reveal the limits of the frame,
that of the subject, such as its representation.

Impressions jet d’encre, contrecollées sur aluminium 100x135cm

16ter, Evreux, France 2009
Le Portique, Le Havre, France 2009

FEW STEPS ABOVE THE POLAR CIRCLE (2003 - 2013)
(Quelques pas au-delà du cercle polaire)









Spalding comes warn that reality often disappears behind the repre-
sentation and that all is perhaps illusion. The world ain’t square ins-
tead reminds us that reality is still going infinitely beyond the scope
of representation. No signal and Beyond the frame..., wonder how we
turn our gaze beyond the image to give its meaning. Finally, Kneeler
and Overframed seem to stage an impossible representation which is
perhaps the ultimate meaning of any representation.
The artwork is never a metaphor of our relationship to the world, how
we imagine our existence and how we give its direction. The aim here
is then likely to invite us to think and to live beyond the frame, far
beyond.
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Through this exhibition, it is talking primarily to the nature of a work
of art. The frame, literally as figuratively, plays here an essential role:
it defines the space in which the object is almost detached from eve-
ryday life to be contemplated as a artwork. Beyond the frame is the-
refore defined at first as both object and representation. But this would
be reduced to being the mere picture of a frame, if it would give,
"beyond", meaning. But the relationships between an artwork object,
representation and meaning are not without ambiguities.

Maison des Arts, Évreux, France 2011

BEYOND THE FRAME EVERYTHING IS A MATTER OF PERSPECTIVE
(Au-delà du cadre tout est une question de point de vue)





Beyond the frame... Glass mercury, black lacquer, gold frame with fine gold, 55x60cm 2010
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Spalding. Inkjet print, golden frame with fine gold, 30x30cm 2010



Pts of View  in-situ MdA 09.01.2011
Projection of what is exactly behind the wall (perturbated scale)
(5x8cm digital photography, video projector, stand)
Maison des Arts, Évreux, France 2011
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Kneeler
kneeler, sensor, hard-drive, plexiglass, variable sizes
Maison des Arts, Évreux, France 2011
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An open grand piano is placed at the center of a Cloister. The sound-
board is filled with cat food. Paulette, a hen, performs an everyday
solo at 5pm during a week. Sensitive sensors (piezoelectric mics) in-
stalled inside the piano, broadcast by a multichannel set up Paulette’s
performance in the corridors of the cloister.
As a reference to Fluxus (it happens what happens and absurdity is
sometimes necessary), this installation is trying to demystify what the
word "conservatory" evokes in a music school today.

Sound installation & performances
Cloître des Capucins, CRD Évreux, France 2014

PAULETTE Vs. FD

38



CURVES
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DEVICE 1  | L’Atelier(s) collective
L’Atelier(s), Evreux, France 1999
L’Usine, Saint-Germain-des-Angles, France 1999
Month of Image, Dieppe, France 2001

GYMNASIUM |  Capture 10.0 (Artist in residence)
Contemporary Art Centre, Royan, France 2003

RGB
16ter, Evreux, France 2015

MLFD  |  Marc Levillain & Franck Dubois
Experimental & improvised music duo 2009-2014

L’Atelier(s)
EXPERIMENTAL & IMPROVISED MUSIC PROGRAM 1999 - 2015
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Silver print on baryt paper 100x125cm, packaging tape, wood, acrylic, variable sizes
L’Atelier(s), Evreux, France 1999
L’Usine, Saint-Germain-des-Angles, France 1999
month of Image, Dieppe, France 2001

with Arnaud Leblanc & Olivier Le Meur

Empirically developed around our respective artistic concerns on the
issue of the «cross», this device consists of an implementation of pas-
sages and formal and semantic shifts.

DEVICE 1  |  L’Atelier(s) collective
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Artist in Residence | Center for Contemporary Art, Royan, France 2003

GYMNASIUM  | Capture 10.0

This work is the result of an encounter with three artists, a space and
a city. It is not intended in any way to pretend as an art work, but ra-
ther present the journey of reflection developed over these three
weeks of residence. It could not also exist without the meeting, dis-
cussions and questions with the other artists: Caroline Boucher Gilles
Constancin and Elsa Mazeau.

When I arrived in Royan, I was interested by two things. Firstly a pa-
noramic photograph of the city destroyed in 1945 by american bom-
bing. This photograph first interested me by the chaos it seemed to
reign but also and especially by the likely future it left suggest: the
(re)build. On the other hand, the exhibition space itself, specifically
its marking gray/blue on the ground, showing the border between
images and public. This mark was quickly imposed as a possible play-
ground, with its rules and limits of territory ...
Seeking an approach, I took as a pretext the basketball game and spe-
cifically the area of free throw: the markings of this area defines the
space in which the player must be to shoot a free throw. It is not un-
related to the marking of the exhibition hall showing the limits of the
space in which the viewer must stand to contemplate a work. Further-
more, I relied on another physical element of the room, a pillar. I've
used this obstacle as a pivot, which allowed me to twist the whole
space and avoid a purely frontal relation to the work.
Once the well defined space, I needed to think the link with the pho-
tographic archive. For most citizen of Royan, this image is part of a
collective heritage and it seemed interesting to propose a rereading,
reinterpretation. This proposal took the form of a video projected such
as a loophole (vertical beam). Apparently fixed, the image moves in a
tracking shot slowed to an extreme throughout the photograph.
Thus on one hand, only a detail of the image (a small portion) is visible
at a given time and, secondly, the ability to see the whole picture in-
volves a long disproportionately time. The spectator had then no direct
access to its heritage, and was forced to wear again his attention to
rediscover it.



Regard (manhole, inkjet print, 30x30cm)

Loophole (1945-2003)
10h15mn video projection. Photography of Royan seafront taken in 1945,
retouched and manipulated, calculating projection (1 image / s)

A third element completes the relationship between the archive pho-
tograph and the marking on the ground: the presence of balloons. Bas-
ketball is a game of course, a collective game where the ball is going
to reach its purpose in a basket. If we allow it to design an image and
balloon as the passes players as exchanges of views on the same ob-
ject, it will result in the game a form of collective memory, both sin-
gular and plural. So I reworked the archive photograph to insert shapes
suspended in the sky that can be similar to balloons. These correspond
to points of view and may consider in different ways following the
imagination of everyone, even beyond the basketball reference. In ad-
dition, the Regard (manhole) placed behind the projection, reveals if
you open its lid, the famous balloon, or at least its representation.
What was involved in the collective history traverses ultimately the
basements of the city.

Another element, suggests what might be the underground journey of
the balloon. A sound device, placed at the inlet, delivers a sound in
loop mounted to the recording of a basketball idling. This rustling is
like this enigmatic underground whispers of our memory. Almost silent
and yet so present if one wants to pay attention

Besides the question of collective memory and the singular look that
everyone carries on it, this reflection on the history and how things
are built, is gradually cleared or even destroyed and to be rebuild
otherwise. Thus, the crimped band (adhesive tape for painters) dispo-
sed on the wall, is the outline of a possible, a direction, a beginning
site. Not a target (from the free throw point) but a screen, a projection
space of our desires as well as our fears, to propose something to (re)
build..
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RGB

3 oil on canvas, adhesive, 3x (130x160cm)

16ter, Évreux, France 2015

RGB is a step aside in my work. A silent work where the sign prevails
and pictorial representation is intended as reference and slippage. No-
menclature for three pictorial representations. RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
are the three colors that govern any reference image in digital world.
A semantic shift occurs at several levels: the representation of those
chart colors (digital) totally utopian with oil, the given direction (whe-
ther political or aesthetic), the intention of the artist, his gesture and
its effect. RGB attempts to question our own relationship to the signs.
This is about painting and representation.
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R (Neutrality is a sight of mind), oil on canvas, adhesive, 130x160cm, 2015
G (Greencard), oil on canvas, adhesive, 130x160cm, 2015
B (No signal), oil on canvas, adhesive, 130x160cm, 2010









Experimental & improvised music

MLFD is a duo on a weird tone formed in spring 2009. It is composed
of Marc Levillain and Franck Dubois. Each session is a sound chal-
lenge. The concept of this experimental duo is based on improvisation,
taking into account the elements that constitute the place. Each live
performance or private since 2009 is recorded. There never rehearsal
and performance is related to the architecture and context even from
space. Marc Levillain (drummer / percussionist training) uses only the
objects and materials he finds on site. Only amplification with sensors
(contact microphones) are used. Franck Dubois uses a metallic piano
frame and a guitar with an amplifier as resonators to produce feed-
backs related to the concert space.

MLFD 1 | Les Abattoirs, Évreux, France 08.2009
MLFD 2 | Les Abattoirs, Évreux, France 09.2009
MLFD 3 | Nyksund Kulturfabrikk, Nyksund, Norvège 2010
MLFD 4 | Les Abattoirs, Évreux, France 06.2010
MLFD 5 | Levillain’s cottage, Cormeille, France 07.2010
MLFD 6 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 08.2010
MLFD 7 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 09.2010
MLFD 8 | Live at Piednu, Fort de Tourneville, Le Havre, France 10.2010
MLFD 9 | Les Abattoirs, Évreux, France 12.2010
MLFD 10 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 03.2011
MLFD 11 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 04.2011
MLFD 12 + AP | Chapelle Mega Pobec, Évreux, France 04.2011
MLFD 13 + AP | Live at Mega Pobec, Évreux, France 04.2011
MLFD 14 | La Remise, Guichainville, France 05.2011
MLFD 15 + Jul | La maison en chantier, Arnières-sur-Iton, France 06.2011
MLFD 16 | Levillain’s cottage, Cormeille, France 07.2011
MLFD 17 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 09.2011
MLFD 18 | Grande Halle des Expositions, Évreux, France 01.2012
MLFD 19 | La Piscine Omnisport, Évreux, France 05.2012
MLFD 20 | Cloître du Musée Art Histoire & Archéologie, Évreux, France 06.2011
MLFD 21 | Château d’eau St-Michel, Évreux, France 08.2012
MLFD 22 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 05.2013
MLFD 23 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 05.2013
MLFD 24 | Live at Vattentornet, Eksjo, Sweden 06.2013
MLFD 25 | Live at 313 Brygge, Rjukan, Norvège 06.2013
MLFD 26 | Live at Vemork Industri Museum, Rjukan, Norway 06.2013
MLFD 27 | Unplugged, Usf Verftet, Bergen, Norway 06.2013
MLFD 28 | L’Atelier(s), Évreux, France 03.2014
MLFD 29 | Live at Intertice 9 Festival, Palais Ducal, Caen, France 05.2014
MLFD 30 | L’atelier de Coralie, Arnières-sur-Iton 06.2014, France
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MLFD





|’ATELIER(S)

Experimental & improvised music program based in Evreux, France

L’Atelier(s) brings together musicians and artists working in experi-
mental and who have never worked before together, or invite a sound
project that reflects the architectural context.
This initiative is led by Franck Dubois in collaboration with various re-
gional structures (National Theater Evreux-Louviers, Mega Pobec Co.,
Conservatory of Music of Evreux, Museum of Art History & Archaeo-
logy of Evreux, l’Abordage Club in Evreux, Piednu at Le Havre, La
Grande Fabrique in Dieppe, Esam and the Mir Station in Caen, Jazz à
Part in Rouen), National (Le Bon Accueil in Rennes, Sonic Protest in
Paris, Access in Pau) and international (Touch Label in London).
L’Atelier(s) in collaboration with the CRD Evreux (Conservatory of
Music) implements masterclass with most guest artists.

Invited artist since 1999 :

Werner Dafeldecker | Sébastien Bouhana | Seijiro Murayama | Alexandros Markeas
Jean-Luc Guionnet | Andrey Kiritchenko | Jean-François Pauvros | Edward Perraud | MLFD
Arnaud Paquotte | Éric Cordier | Denis Tricot | Arnaud Rivière | Troum | Metatonik
Schema17 | Nozal3 | Sébastien Cirotteau | Michael Johnsen | Jack Wright | Tetuzi
Akiyama | Pascal Battus | Jean-Philippe Gomez | Tore Honore Bøe | Chie Mukai | Seiichi
Yamamoto | Pierre Bastien | Roland Von Der Aist | Martin Brandlmayr | Fred Frith | Lê
Quan Ninh | Francisco Lopez | Éric La Casa | Dedalus Ensemble | Guillaume Gargaud
Guillaume Laurent | Florent Colautti | Alexander Markvart | Heddy Boubaker | Roberto
Dani | BJ Nilsen | Thomas Köner | Philip Jeck | Jean-Noël Cognard | Kasper T. Toeplitz
Jac Berrocal | David Neaud | Thierry Madiot | Mathieu Teissonnière | Ivana Kuljeric-Bilic
Nikola Krbanyevitch | Warning | Paal Nilssen-Love | Terrie Ex | Tetsuya Umeda | Janek
Schaefer | Lucio Capece | Novi_Sad | Thomas Tilly | Alex Dörner | Francis Faber | Martina
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Spitsbergen is an island of Svalbard archipelago that belongs to Norway and located between
northern Norway and the North Pole. Last inhabited island before the North Pole, it has a 39044
km2 area, it measures 280 km north to south length 40-225 kilometers from east to west width.

Borebreen Glacier is located on the west side of Isfjorden on the main island of Spitsbergen in
the Svalbard archipelago. It is 22 km long and 4 km wide with several tributary glaciers.

The Svalbard Global Seed Vault (Norwegian: Svalbard globale frøhvelv) is a secure seed bank on
the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen near Longyearbyen in the remote Arctic Svalbard archipelago,
about 1,300 kilometres (810 mi) from the North Pole. The seed vault is an attempt to insure against
the loss of seeds in other genebanks during large-scale regional or global crises. The seed vault
is managed under terms spelled out in a tripartite agreement between the Norwegian government,
the Global Crop Diversity Trust (GCDT) and the Nordic Genetic Resource Center (NordGen).

Permafrost means that part of a cryo permanently frozen ground, at least for two years, and the-
refore waterproof. His training, persistence or disappearance, and thickness are very closely linked
to climate change. Permafrost exists not only in high latitudes (polar and subpolar permafrost),
but also in high altitudes (sub-vertical walls up to 3500 m altitude alpine permafrost). It covers
one fifth of the earth's surface.

The ozone layer or ozonosphere means that part of the stratosphere containing a relatively large
amount of ozone (concentration of the order of one hundred thousand). This ozone is produced by
the action of UV solar radiation on the molecules of oxygen at high altitude. It returns sunlight
and do not penetrate into that 50% in the troposphere.

MET (Norwegian Meteorological Institute), Met is both civil and military.

Ny-Alesund is a small resort north of the archipelago of Svalbard. It only includes the Norwegian
weather station (Met) and some scientific basis, including a french branch of AWIPEV and the
Norwegian Polar Institute research center.

Silence, John Cage, first published by Wesleyan University Press, 1961.

Pli Festival n°1, Experimental Music & Sound Installations festival, Pont-de-Barret, France, July
2015.

Feedback is an acoustic effect of a signal on its own behalf. The effect was discovered by the Da-
nish physicist Søren Absalon Larsen while early telephony. In French the feedback effect is named
Larsen effect.

Patrice Bourcet and Pierre Liénard, "Fundamental Acoustic" in The Sound of technical book, Volume
1 - Basic concepts, Paris, Eyrolles, 1987, p. 13-43.
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NOTES

Field recording is a practice that has been recognized since the 1970s. it is to record the envi-
ronment by using microphones. 

The Tuning of the World, the soundscape. R.Murray Schafer, Publié par Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
New-York 1977

Presque rien (Almost Nothing), by Luc Ferrari. Inaugural work that was put into play throughout
the course of Ferrari. Almost nothing No. 1 or lift the raw day at the seaside, 1967-1970; Almost
nothing 2 and continues the night in my multiple head 1977; Almost anything with the girls,
1989; Almost nothing 4, the rise of the village from 1990 to 1998. 

L’expérience acoustique (The acoustic experience) by François Bayle. Conducted between 1966
and 1972 the acoustic experience is a major work of acousmatic repertoire. A survey of the pro-
found nature of listening and reflection on sound. François Bale was also responsible for the GRM
(Musical Research Group) from 1967 to 1997 following Pierre Schaeffer.

Chris Watson is one of the most internationally recognized artist for his work in the field recording
since the 1970s. He is also known for having produced most of the sound aesthetics of the BBC.

Jana Winderen is Norwegian. Very committed on the ecology, field recording of his work is based
on the recording of inaccessible environments as no access conditions by listening. A predilection
for oceans and depths. She is represented by the British label Touch.

Francisco Lopez is Spanish. He is recognized internationally as one of the major figures of the ex-
perimental music scene. he received twice the Prix Ars Electronica (Linz, Austria). His work is
based mainly on the field recording with a predilection for concert special sound devices, putting
the listener in complete darkness.

Eric La Casa is a French sound artist living and working in Paris. Aside from his musical work in
tune with the environment published on various labels, he published and wrote for various maga-
zines and essais (Revue et corrigé, Swarming editor) and produces radio broadcast mainly on
France Culture about the issues of listening.

Janek Schaefer, born in 1970 is an British sound artist moving between electronic music and sound
installations. He received the 2008 British Composer of the Year Award for Sonic Art and The Paul
Hamlyn Award for Composers Prize.

Bj Nilsen, born in 1975, is a Swedish composer and sound artist. It is represented by the British
label Touch.

Récits et paysages mentaux (Mental stories and landscapes), Dominique Petitgand, Gb Agency, 
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Matthias Biberon, born in 1977, is a visual artist. His work, based on impermanence, emptiness
and silence, travels constantly between the notions of nature and culture.

«Sentences». (There are chances that nothing will move) Sound device, 30mn in loop. (translation
in differnet languages of : «il y a des chances que rien ne bouge») 2001.

The Dada movement, often called "Dadaïsm" by mistake, since artists refused this term, is an in-
tellectual movement, literary and artistic, that appeared at the end of World War 1. Dada is cha-
racterized by a challenge, like the clean sweep of all conventions and ideological constraints,
aesthetic and political. Dada puts forward a rebellious and caustic wit, a game with the conven-
tions and agreements.

Fluxus is a contemporary art movement born in the 1960s, which affects both the visual arts as
music and literature, by the realization of concerts, performances, production of books, magazines,
clothing items. Initiated by George Maciunas, who also invented the name, Fluxus participates
questions raised by the art forms that are emerging in the 1960s and 1970s: the status of work of
art, the role of the artist, place of art in society, in particular. The humor and derision are placed
at the center of the process and participate in the definition of Fluxus as a non-movement, produ-
cing anti-art.
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Composer des étendues (The art of the sound installation), Bastien Gallet. Collection Is not No. 4,
High School of Fine Art Editor, Geneva, 2005.

Alvin Lucier, Origins of a Form : Acoustic Exploration, Science, and Incessancy, Leonardo Music
Journal 8 (1998): 5–11.

Robert Morris, Catherine Grenier (Direction), Paris, Centre Pompidou Editor, Coll. Contemporains
/ Monographies, 1995.

Composer des étendues (The art of the sound installation), Bastien Gallet. Collection Is not No. 4,
High School of Fine Art Editor, Geneva, 2005 :  p28.

Jean-Luc Nancy, born in 1940, is a philosopher. Great writer about German philosophy, he very
early worn ear to the voices and poetic musician. Attention to the singularity and the plurality na-
turally leads to listen to the compounds of the music.

Rolf Julius (1939-2011) is one of the German sound artist most outstanding of 20th century. His
work was based on a dual approach. Both sculptor, in the sense that his predilection goes to the
arrangement of very different aesthetic materials in sometimes very discreet of minimalism ap-
proachs and a musician with electro-acoustic compositions.

Thomas Tilly is a French musician and sound artist whose work is heavily based on listening en-
vironment. His work borrows as much to musical research, scientific and naturalist. His sound live
performances integrate quite often spatiality and plunges the closest possible listening conditions
to the listener.

Marc is Namblard is an audio-naturalist, naturalist guide, teacher and engineer. All his woks is
carried by field recordings realized in wild environments.

«Look at your whole life in a mirror and youy will see death works like bees in a glass hive," Heu-
tebise replica in Orphée movie by Cocteau, 1950.

Thierry Cattan is professor of philosophy and art history. He teaches at high school Aristide Briand
and the House of Art in Evreux.

George Rousse, born in 1947, is an artist photographer. His images come close a process that is
both of painting, architecture and graphic design. Questioning the space and its representation,
he plays on the difference between the bottom mainly the place where he settled, and image,
floating on the surface of the place of installation. His work invites us to meditate on the reality
and illusion.

A view camera, also sometimes called Technical Chamber large view Camera, was using a negative
film on glass plates, and today could be used with large format digital back plan. By "large format"
denotes the silver films or photographic sensors that have dimensions greater than 6 x 9 cm up to
20 x 25 cm, and more rarely of larger formats for specific applications as the chamber 50 x 60 Po-
laroid.
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Museum of Art, Conference APAC, Cloître des Pénitents, Rouen, France
Education Fair, “Pulsart Blog”, Workshop webdesign, Paris, France
Workshop Video, “CREACTIONS“, Pulsart organization, Nanterre Prison, France

Workshop Video, “CAFNET”, Pulsart organization, Cergy-Pontoise, France
Workshop Video, “20000 Lieux Sous l’Ailleurs”, Pulsart organization, Rennes, France

Webdesign “www.megapobec.com”, Méga Pobec Theater cie
Webmaster degree, CESI, Rouen, France

Filigranes Editor, «And However», Titon’s group

Photographic workshop, Camera obscura 60m2, Bad-Leondfelden school, Austria
Photography & graphic design “LA VOIX DE L’ÉCRIT” revue
Photography & graphic design (posters & flyers) Festival Artbag, Auray, France
Photographic workshop, Commission DRAC Haute-Normandie, Prison of Evreux, France
Webdesign “www.franckdubois.org” & “www.lateliers.fr”

2014-15

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2005

2004

2002

2000

1999
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SPECIAL THANKS
Thierry Cattan 

Matthias Biberon
Olivier Le Meur

Emmanuelle Diancourt
Jean-Paul Albinet, Esadhar

Franck Dubois
www.franckdubois.org

Founder of l’Atelier(s)’ collective, Evreux, France
Workshop, Commission DRAC Haute-Normandie, Val-de-Reuil Prison, France
Workshop, Camera obscura 50m2 (classroom), Childhood Service, Évreux, France

KulturLand Oberösterreich, PRINTED IN, 
Photographic exhibition by post through Europe with John Tylo
Founder of group TITON, french-Czech collective dedicated to straight photography
Coal Print process, with Gérard Anières (Omnimage), London, England

1999

1997

Selfportrait, Svalbard Global Seed Vault 2012
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